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ABSTRACT

Since the technology of wireless local networks were invented, the character of data transmitting without being restricted by any physical media can let people access and share network resources anytime. Although the wireless infrastructure brings much convenience to us, at the same time, a large number of information is secret exposed. Hence, hackers can wiretap the transmitted data and embezzle the resources of wireless facilities, so that intrusion detection systems become indispensable roles wireless local networks. However, current intrusion detection systems arise too much false-alarm and false-negative with the result that system administrators should deeply concern about whether the alarm is useless and notice the effectiveness of rule base. Therefore, our research addresses this issue by integrating fuzzy association rules into the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to construct a hybrid intrusion detection scheme. By employing misuse detection, we implement LDA to find out the unknown attacks which were hidden among the regular behaviors, then trace their attack patterns and characteristics by using the fuzzy association rules, and further automatically add the rules into the rule base to achieve the goal of self-learning functionality, such that it can increase the detecting rate of intrusion detection system and enhance the updating efficiency of rule base. Finally, an intrusion detection system was implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed scheme.
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